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ABSTRACT
Situated in character-based education, the Indonesian Government mandates all teachers to
incorporate moral values into school subjects. Teaching English to young learners (TEYL) is no
exception. Little empirical evidence reports how school textbooks (e.g., language textbooks)
discursively teach particular values explicitly and implicitly. To validate whether English for
young learners (EYL) textbooks teach particular moral values, the present critical discourse study
(CDA) reported in this article examines how moral content is discursively infused into EYL
textbooks. Framed in Hallidayan Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) theory, it looks
specifically at how particular moral values are represented in three nationally-adopted EYL
textbooks through lexical choices, the representation of images, and selected texts that the
textbook writers use to represent their attitudinal discourse. The findings show that the value of
helping others is predominantly represented in the textbooks. The other dominant values
encapsulated in the textbooks include politeness and caring. We conclude that the textbook
writers place greater emphasis on such values as helping others, being polite, and caring in the
textbooks in as much as they may want to teach these values at an early age.
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INTRODUCTION
Not only do textbooks serve as sources of learning
and teaching (Orton, 2010; Putra & Lukmana,2017),
but also they can be agents of instilling particular
values/attitudes (moral values) in students (Setyono
& Widodo, 2019; Widodo, 2018). The integration of
moral or character education into school subjects in
order to prepare youth to address life’s ethical and
moral problems has been a global issue. Indonesia is
no exception for integrated moral or character
education. Before the enactment of the 2013
Curriculum in Indonesia, such school subjects such
as Religious Education and Civic Education were the

mere subjects that taught moral or character
education. However, as the 2013 Curriculum was
officially enacted, character education is integratedly
taught across the curriculum in order to build
students’ character identities.
The grand character education guidelines
endorse 18 values, such as religiosity, honesty,
tolerance,
discipline,
hardwork,
creativity,
independence, democracy, curiosity, patriotism,
nationalism, appreciativeness, friendliness, peace
making, love to read, environmental awareness,
social awareness, and responsibility (Kemendiknas,
2011). The character education policy has challenged
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school teachers to incorporate moral values spelled
out in the grand Indonesian curriculum guidelines
into school subjects (see Qoyyimah, 2016; Widodo,
2016b). In other words, school teachers teach not
merely subject content but also moral values
(Qoyyimah, 2016; Widodo, 2018).
Moral values is communally accepted
behaviour in different social contexts, such as
interacting with other ethnic groups, participating in
communal events, and communicating with parents
or other people with different socio-economic and
cultural backgrounds. These values may vary from
society to society (Widodo et al., 2018). Moral
values as social norms may shape someone’s
thinking, feeling and behaviour (Widodo, 2018). Liu
(2005) exemplifies diligence, respect for authority,
modesty, tolerance and honesty as moral values.
These values are formed or modulated through sociohistorical and sociocultural interactions (Gu, 2016).
In the educational landscape, one of the educational
goals is to cultivate those moral values (Lovat, 2017).
In Indonesian EFL contexts, the main objective
of English lessons at an early stage (primary
schooling) is to introduce young learners to foreign
language literacy in addition to their native and
national languages. More specifically, the teaching of
English in primary schools is geared towards pupils’
linguistic development of the ability to understand
simple oral and written languages (Huda 1999;
Sulistiyo et al., 2019). Even though the goal of
learning English is to enable students to be competent
English speakers, teaching English in primary
schools should consider building students’ morality
or moral identity. Alwasilah (2012), for example,
posits that primary education should focus on
children’s character building before they are exposed
to foreign culture associated with English, for
instance. In language education (e.g., English
education), moral education can serve as a platform
for language teachers to build and develop students’
characters while learning a new language, such as
English (Thongrin, 2012).
Inasmuch as the integration of moral values into
school subjects in primary and secondary education,
English as a school subject is no exception. Globally,
the teaching of English cannot be divorced from
teaching moral or character values. Scholars in the
field (Johnston 2003; Shaaban 2005) argue that the
teaching of the English language has been viewed as
a carrier of moral education. Among language
curriculum artifacts, language textbooks as silent
partners of teachers (Orton, 2010) play a central role
in delivering English lessons to students. These
English lessons mainly teach students language
skills/areas, such as listening, speaking, reading,
writing, vocabulary, and grammar in the classroom
(Parlindungan et al, 2018). Generally, language
teachers rely on the use of language textbooks. They
may adopt or adapt lessons in the textbooks in order

to teach particular language skills or areas, thereby
meeting students’ language learning needs.
Wittingly or unwittingly, language teachers
may be aware or unaware that language textbooks
comprise particular ideological values. On a daily
basis, both language teachers and students use
language textbooks that allow both actors get
exposed to particular ideological values, including
moral values (Feng, 2017). Prior research (Ma, 2012,
Widodo, 2018) has shown that language textbooks as
the manifestation of the intended/hidden curriculum
could instill particular moral values in both teachers
and students. Thus, language textbooks can teach not
only language-related content (skills) but also moral
values.
In education settings, researchers often use
these terms: character education and values education
interchangeably when talking about moral education.
Throughout this paper, we also use both terms. When
we discuss character education, we also deal with
moral values. The term, ‘moral,’ is associated
generally with the concept of worldviews and values
in an English language curriculum (Xiong, 2012). In
the educational system, moral education is very often
integrated into national curricula and taught in every
subject at all formal educational levels (Doan, 2005).
Moral education provides students with knowledge
about what is morally wrong and ethically right
according to particular moral norms and standards.
As Shaaban (2005) emphasizes, moral education is
one of the strategic ways for educators to teach basic
values (e.g., fairness, honesty, showing respect to
others) and principles in which learners can build in
order to develop their sense of social and personal
responsibilities.
As mentioned earlier, the cultivation of
character or moral values is one of the educational
goals through moral or character education (Lovat,
2017). This educational goal is also spelled out in
Indonesia’s educational policy and curriculum
documents (Widodo, 2018). Character or moral
education should be integrated explicitly into all
school subjects including English (Mambu, 2015).
The Indonesian Government would like to emphasize
that value or character education is included in school
subjects in order to inculcate character or moral
values into learners (Qoyyimah, 2016). Moral
education is included in the primary and secondary
school curricula (Qoyyimah, 2016). In other words,
all schools have to incorporate moral education into
all school subjects. This has been implemented in
primary and secondary education since 2011 (Pusat
Kurikulum, 2010). The Ministry of National
Education of the Republic of Indonesia allows
schools to manage and choose how moral values or
character education is integrated into particular
school subjects (Suparno, 2011). Character education
or moral education is the core of a school curriculum
to develop students’ sense of responsibility, respect,
fairness, and other values. Given this policy,
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language teachers also needs to include moral
education in their teaching practices. In doing so,
textbooks can be one of the agents of manifesting
moral education because both teachers and learners
engage regularly with this curriculum artifact as a
main resource of learning and teaching.
To attain national character education goals,
schools should review their curriculum and balance
between moral values and national qualities (the
Curriculum Development Council, 2012). Moreover,
teachers should select appropriate learning materials
that include moral content such as showing respect to
other people who have different ethnic or cultural
backgrounds (Feng, 2017; Setyono & Widodo,
2019). In addition, Teachers as textbooks users and
designers play an important role in the evaluation and
use of textbooks (Sulfasyah et al., 2018). In the
Indonesian EFL context, moral values and attitudes
must be taught to students. Thus, EFL teachers have
to integrate moral values into language learning
materials. In Indonesia, the issue of cultivating
morals content in EFL textbooks for young learners
has become a catalyst for building strong and solid
national characteristics, but EFL teachers still
experience a lacuna in the teaching of English. For
example, in primary schools, English is no longer a
compulsory school subject. English can be offered as
an optional school subject or a co-curricular subject.
No national TEYL guidelines are available (Sulistiyo
et al., 2019). EYL teachers have autonomy in
designing learning materials. Although the English
subject is not a compulsory subject in primary
schools, teachers should have awareness and
commitment to integrating moral values into English
language teaching.
A number of researchers (see Akbari, & Tajik,
2012; Johnston, 2003; Widodo et al., 2018) have
advocated the integration of moral or character
education into English classrooms. For example,
Shaaban (2005), who argues that the English as a
foreign language (EFL) classroom is a natural place
for moral education where language teachers can help
learners build particular moral values. Widodo et al.
(2018) suggest that the use of textbooks as main
sources of learning in EFL classrooms plays a crucial
role in infusing moral values into EFL learning
activities (materials). Therefore, language teachers
can view textbooks as agents of moral or character
building. Owing the need for the inclusion of moral
education in English as a school subject, language
teachers need to explore more language teaching
practices, which help students learn moral values
represented in spoken, written, and visual texts. Thus,
textbooks can be a medium of teaching values in
English instruction in which these values can be
manifested through texts, tasks, and images (visuals)
(Widodo, 2018).
Among others, main moral values commonly
taught in schools include honesty, self-esteem,
perseverance, equality, interdependence and

tolerance of difference (Feng, 2017). Infusing
positive values and attitudes into school subjects can
help learners develop their character needs. For
example, in key stages 1 and 2 (Primary 1 – 6),
positive values and attitudes contain perseverance,
benevolence, respect, and other values in which
students should build so as to solve real-life
problems. By key stages 3 and 4 (Secondary 1 – 6),
students should develop their ability in cognitive and
analytical attitudes in different situations
continuously (the Curriculum Development Council
2012).
In teaching English to young learners (TEYL)
context, previous studies (Copland et al., 2014;
Hawanti, 2014; Lestariyana & Widodo, 2018;
Sulistiyo et al., 2019; Widodo, 2016; Zein, 2017)
have focused on language policy, teaching strategies,
and language assessment. But, relatively little
evidence reports critical studies into primary school
English textbooks, except for studies by Hermawan
and Noerkhasanah (2012) and Xiong and Qian
(2012). While there have been dozens of studies on
critical discourse studies into language textbook
evaluation (Xiong, 2012; Xiong & Qian, 2012), close
investigations into moral content in primary English
textbooks remain rare. To fill this empirical gap, the
present discourse study examines the representation
of moral values in government-mandated EFL
textbooks situated in Indonesian primary schools.

METHOD
This critical discourse study (CDA) looks at moral
content in English for Young Learners (EYL)
textbooks. CDA was selected as an analytical tool
because a textbook is viewed as an educational text
which contains a myriad of discursive meanings
through verbal and non-verbal languages (Widodo,
2018). Textbooks are seen as the product of
educational discourse which can be textually
examined. A textbook as a curriculum artifact also is
a cultural product situated in the educational domain.
Culturally, these textbooks contain a particular value
system manifested through the use of specific
language verbally and visually. To reveal this cultural
value (e.g., moral values), Hallidayan systemic
functional linguistic framework (Halliday, 1978) was
deployed to look at how lexical items and images as
visual texts represent the attitudinal discourses of the
textbook writers (Widodo, 2018).
For closer textual analysis, SFL-informed
system of appraisal by Martin and White (2005) was
used to understand the authors’ strategies for
positioning their attitudinal discourse within the
textbooks examined. Informed by this framework, we
looked at three elements of attitudinal discourse, such
as affect, judgment, and appreciation. Affect deals
with emotion and feelings of the participants in texts
while judgment serves to assess behavior and attitude
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of the participants that comply with social esteems
and norms. Appreciation is aesthetic values of things.
The data of this study were extracted from three
series of textbooks called Grow with English
published by ERLANGGA (Grades 4, 5, and 6)
geared for elementary school students. The authors of
these textbooks are Indonesian EFL practitioners and
seasoned writers. These textbook series were selected
for an in-depth analysis based on the following
considerations:
1. Although English is no longer included in
the current national curriculum (The
Curriculum
2013)
in
elementary
schooling, the selected textbooks are still
widely used in Indonesian elementary
schools. The current curriculum endorses
the infusion of character education into
English language teaching if schools offer
English as an optional or co-curricular
subject. The textbook series were the
product of the previous curriculum,
School-Based Curriculum in 2006, and
then the revised curriculum called The
Curriculum 2013 (see Widodo, 2016).
2. The textbooks series were published by
Erlangga Press that is nationally

accredited in Indonesia. They regularly
publish school textbooks. The series were
also written by Indonesian writers who
understand the context of ELT in
Indonesia.
For data analysis, we read and re-read all the
texts in the textbook series to see certain patterns or
themes. Then, we sorted out a few samples of the
texts that portray particular moral values based on the
national grand character education guidelines. Then,
we closely examined the selected text samples in
order to understand the way the textbook writers
infuse moral content into the textbooks. As a whole,
we looked at the selected written texts, images, and
particular languages that depict the textbook writers’
attitudinal discourse.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section presents the findings of frequency
analysis and narrative analysis of the textbooks
regarding moral values represented in the written
texts, images, and particular languages in the
textbook series. Both findings are taken from values
as tallied in Table 1 below.

Table 1
Words portraying moral content in the EYL textbooks (Grades 4,5, and 6)
Values
Nuclear family
Togetherness
Respecting and valuing diversity
Friendliness
Warm relationship
Caring
Enthusiasm
Loving family
Problem solving mentality
Respecting privacy
Politeness
Being helpful/Helping others
Discipline
Respecting others
Appreciation
Appreciating a profession
Solidarity
Sincerity
Collaboration
Sympathy
National identity
Sense of belonging
Cultural heritage
Healthy life
Punctuality
Generosity
Motherhood
Enthusiasm
Curiosity
Kindness
Happiness
Efficiency
Equality
TOTAL

Grade 4
Freq
%
1
2%
2
4%
3
7%
4
9%
4
9%
4
9%
1
2%
4
9%
1
2%
3
7%
10
22%
5
11%
3
7%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
45
100%

Grade
Freq
0
0
0
4
0
9
0
0
0
0
5
19
0
10
5
2
1
1
3
3
6
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
77

5
%
0%
0%
0%
5%
0%
12%
0%
0%
0%
0%
6%
25%
0%
13%
6%
3%
1%
1%
4%
4%
8%
8%
4%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%

Grade 6
Freq
%
0
0%
0
0%
1
4%
2
7%
1
4%
2
7%
1
4%
1
4%
1
4%
0
0%
1
4%
1
4%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
1
4%
1
4%
1
4%
1
4%
1
4%
1
4%
4
14%
5
18%
1
4%
1
4%
28
100%
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Total
Frequency
1
2
4
10
5
15
2
5
2
3
16
25
3
10
5
2
1
1
3
3
6
6
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
5
1
1
150

Total
Percentage
1%
1%
3%
7%
3%
10%
1%
3%
1%
2%
11%
17%
2%
7%
3%
1%
1%
1%
2%
2%
4%
4%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
3%
3%
1%
1%
100%
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Results of the frequency analysis
As Table 1 shows, the most frequently used word
related to moral values in the EYL textbook for Grade
4 is politeness (22%) whereas other frequently
occuring words are being helpful (11%),
friendliness” (9%), caring (9%), warm relationship
(9%), and loving family (9%) respectively. In the
texbook for Grade 5, the most frequently used word
is being helpful (25%) while other frequently
occuring words include respecting others (13%),
caring (12%), national identity (8%), and sense of
belonging (8%) respectively. In the textbook Grade
6, happiness (18%) is the most frequently used word
that showcases a moral value whilst other frequently
occuring words include kindness (14%),friendliness
(7%), and caring (7%) respectively.
Table 1 also shows the total frequencies of
words used related to moral values represented in the
EYL textbooks for Grades 4, 5, and book 6. The
results show that the most frequently used words
related to moral values in the three textbooks are
‘being helpful (17%), politeness (11%), and caring
(10%) consecutively.
Results of narrative analysis
In addition to frequency analysis, this study also
employed narrative analysis to interpret more content
or discursive interpretations of the text samples
which represent moral values. The narrative
analysis shows the representation ofthe most
dominant value of being helpful or helping others in
the textbooks below.
Text 1:
The board is dirty and it is full of writing. Miss Bertha
wants Nurul to clean the board. Can Nurul help Miss
Bertha? Of course she can. She likes the classroom clean
(Grow with English Textbook Grade 4, p.9)

The situation portrayed in the text commonly
occurs in a classroom where the board is dirty, and
the teacher asks one of the students to clean the board.

In this situation, Miss Bertha, the teacher, has more
power (social status: a teacher) to ask Nurul to clean
the board. The textbook writers may want to
emphasize that the teacher is the authority who can
endorse an imperative to students. In terms of
unequal social power, as a student, it is an obligation
for Nurul to follow what her teacher asks her to do
something (cleaning the board). The textbook writers
use this statement: She likes the classroom clean
which contains a positive ‘affect’ (Martin & White
2005). This implies that Nurul is happy to do that
without being forced. The act of cleaning the board
may be Nurul’s habit of cleaning the board regardless
of the teacher’s command or request. This discourse
may also show the textbook writers’ attitude towards
helping more senior or respectful people or those
with authority. The deployment of this attitudinal
discourse can be an effective way of instilling the
value of being helpful or helping others in primary
school students or pupils. Classroom events can be
used as case studies that the textbook writers can
make use of in order to situate the teaching of moral
values in classroom contexts. This is in line with what
Shaaban (2005) contends that a classroom is a
medium of moral value cultivation. Teachers need to
take into account appropriate strategies for promoting
and contextualizing these values in their classrooms.
As seen in Text 2, the school canteen initiates a
dialog by asking “Can I help you?.” This means that
the canteen attendant offers a service help to the
student. The student then answered “Yes” as an
indication that the student accepted the attendant’s
offer. This text illustrates that helping people can also
become a main job of someone. He/she earns money
by giving help to others. In this context, the canteen
attendant who helps serve the student. Despite asking
for help, we, as costumers, should show respect and
politeness to service attendants. The use of the word
“would like” is intended to respect people and to
make the dialogue sound more polite, while the word
“please” expresses a polite request or question that
is directed to the canteen attendant.

Text 2
School canteen attendant
Student
School canteen attendant
Student
School canteen attendant
Student
School canteen attendant

: Can I help you?
: Yes. What’s special today?
: We have fried rice, noodles, and chicken soup. We also have iced tea, milk, coffee and
orange juice.
: Let me see. I would like to have fried rice please.
: And for the drink?
: iced tea, please.
: So, it’s fried rice and iced tea.
(Grow with English, Textbook Grade 5, p.20)

Politeness is created to build close relationship
and avoid a clash or conflict or create social comfort
among participants in the dialogue or conversation
(De Jong et al., 2008). Thus, in the textbook, the
textbook writers may want to signal moral messages
to students so that they can have an awareness of
building an interpersonal relationship with other

people in school and outside the school,particularly
when asking for and giving helps.
Text 3
School staff : Good morning Meilin. Can I help you?
Student
: My teacher needs some paper. Do you
have any?
School staff : Sure. Here you are.
Student
: Thank you.
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School staff

: You’re welcome.
(Grow with English, Textbook Grade 6, p.9)

This dialogue (Text 3) reinforces the value of
being helpful. The student tries her best to help her
teacher ask for some paper from the school staff. The
expression “Good morning, Meilin. Can I help you?”
shows staff welcoming attitude to the student. The
school staff wants to make sure that everyone is
happy with her hospitality. The expression of “thank
you” by the student after receiving the paper indicates
that the student appreciates the staff help/hospitality.
It is important to teach primary school students about
the value of helping others and hospitality in early
education. The dialogue seen in Text 3 above may
emphasize how to ask for help politely and to give
help to others with generous hospitality.
Lexical items, images, and selected language
representing the textbook writers’ attitudinal
discourse
Textbook: Grade 4
Despite infusing moral content into visual depictions,
the textbook writers also incorporate moral values
into learning materials through particular lexical
items in written texts. Visual representation and
written text are both co-deployed to amplify the
meaning. In the selected textbooks, the authors do not
overtly indicate moral values of which teachers and
students should be aware. These values are implicitly
integrated into the learning materials. To make the
analysis more comprehensive, we pick three genres
as units of analysis; conversation text, narrative text,
and note. These genres were selected because most
of the lessons are presented through these genres. In
addition, these genres represent moral values..

In the dialogue above, the textbook writers may
intend to show students how to respect the older.
Nurul, as the student, initiates the dialogue by
greeting her teacher. In the Indonesian context, it is
unethical when the younger does not initiate to greet
the older when they meet up. In a high-culture
context where individuals should conform to social
expectations, the younger have to offer the seat they
are occupying to the elder when there are no more
unoccupied seats available. To some people, giving a
seat to the elder may be viewed as a sign of humanity
because the elder need to give top priority. As a
younger person, it is a responsibility for the student
to align herself to the accepted moral value. Thus, it
is obligatory for the younger to show social respect
to the elder. The expression “How are you?” by Miss
Bertha indicates that she cares for her student and the
question “And you?” by Nurul shows that she also
cares for her teacher.
The textbook writers may assume that every
student has to show care and attention to their peers
(See Sample text #1). This dialogue (see Figure 1)
implicitly teaches students to show respect to their
teachers inside and outside the classroom. It also
implies that a teacher should show his/her care and
respect to students. Thus, the textbook writers would
possibly like to reinforce that showing respect to
others regardless of age and social status can become
an ethical norm in any social contexts.
Sample text#2
This is a note written by Seta to express his apology
to his best friend.
Figure 2
(Grow with English, Textbook Grade 4, p.82)

Sample text #1
The following text tells the reader the differences in
the ways to greet someone older than us and to greet
our peers.
Figure 1
(Grow with English, Textbook Grade 4, p.4)

Although the genre does not seem authentic in
today’s digitally-mediate communication (texting a
message through WhatApps), the textbook writers
would like to show how to apologize when someone
cannot fulfill their promise. The discourse of
apology, “I’m sorry [apology] I can’t play skateboard
with you today [the planned activity]” indicates two
sub-discourses: the discourse of apology and the
discourse of the planned event. This plan could not
be realized because there is an emergency that Seta
has to go with his Mom: something urgent. The
discourse of reasoning/justification should be
provided in order to make a reasonable excuse. The
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lexical choice of “have to” indicates Seta’s obedience
to his mom. Playing skateboard can be done next
time, but, when parents ask for help, in this context,
the boy’s mom wants him to go with her, he needs to
prioritize this. Thus, the textbook writers may
emphasize the value of obedience when parents ask
children to do something instead of playing with their
peers. Although the boy could not fulfill his promise,
he still has to show respect to Tigor by writing a short
message or letter that he could not keep his promise
because of something urgent. Writing an apology
message is a good choice to let his friend know about
the situation. This moral value explicitly conveys the
value of apology/respect for others. At that time, the
boy might be in a hurry, and he could not meet his
friend and told the situation directly. In other case,
children may not have a gadget or access to the
Internet, so texting this message is not possible. Thus,
Seta decided to write a message to Tigor.
Textbook: Grade 5
To begin with, sample text # 1 talks about introducing
a new friend as classmate in school.
Figure 3
Introducing a New Friend in School (Grow With
English, Textbook Grade 5, p.1)

Figure 4
Thanking (Grow With English, Textbook Grade 5,
p.5)

This provides a model for a teacher to
appreciate a student’s gift by compliment and
thanking. Expressing gratitude is defined as a kind of
appreciation for something that he or she has done
which refers to a thought that is given by the human
being has endued a favor and grace (Robbins, 2014).
This value may be derived from personal and social
interactions, participation, and engagement between
a student and a teacher. It is obvious that the image
and dialogue (Figure 5) depict a student and a teacher
who are interacting in school. In the dialogue, a
student is giving a flower gift and a card from her
mother for her teacher, then the teacher accepted and
respected for her mother’s flower gift. The teacher
responded: “Thank you. They are very lovely” as a
kind of appreciation and acceptance what the student
gives to her. This also indicates the value of respect
for her student by saying “thank you”. The use of
“thank you” signifies a polite expression when
acknowledging a gift, service, or compliment, or
accepting an offer. It is a good way to model moral
values directly to the student in school because
teaching morality requires repeated action so as to
enhance students’ ethical capabilities (Rissanen et al.,
2018).
Book 6
To begin with, sample Text # 1 (Page 9) talks about
the students-staff conversation in the school office.

In the text above, two visual images show the
way to introduce a new student/friend to others. It is
important to note that the dialogue was presented to
make readers (teacher and students) aware that the
expressions of greetings; “hi, hello, nice to meet you
and pleased to meet you”are signs of welcome or
recognition in social practice. This dialogue also
gives the value of respecting for another person; and
encourages teachers and students to practice it in
school. In this context, respect means a social
recognition that we obtain from other people
(Baumann, 2007). The characteristics of respect are
identified into two things: attention and response
(Noddings, 2008). In other words, greetings can be a
way of building a close social distance so that the
conversation or dialogue looks friendly, enjoyable
and relaxed in that situation.
Furthermore, sample text # 2 is an expression of
thanking.

Samle Text # 1
Figure 5
(Grow With English, Textbook Grade 6, p. 9)
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The visual and written texts depict an excellent
service should be taught at school. The lady as a
school staff happily offers her help. This is because
of her job to serve people. The lesson of hospitality is
emphasized here. On another occasion, the student
tries her best to help her teacher ask for some paper
while the lady does the same thing by providing the
paper. The lexical choices “Good morning, Meilin.
Can I help you?” show the staff welcoming attitude
to the student. Because of her job dealing with
people, it is a must to do for her to have this kind of
attitude. She should ensure that everyone is happy
with her hospitality. The expression of “thank you”
by the student after receiving the paper indicates that
she appreciates the staff’s job. This is important to
teach primary school students about this value in their
early education.
Sample text # 2
Figure 6
(Grow With English, Textbook Grade 6, p. 9)

The images implicitly teach children about
farewell and family bonding. The acts of hugging and
kissing grandma and grandpa seen in Figure 7 show
children positive behaviors: love and caring for their
family. This action represents moral values through
eliciting a social event that leads to social judgments
(Feng, 2017). Ignoring this behavior may receive
negative judgment from society that holds the belief
of a social communal event.
Sample Text # 3
Picture 7
(Grow with English, Textbook Grade 6, p.118)

This sample text depicts a kid’s activities on
Sunday night. It can be seen from the text that Sunday
night is perceived as the rest of holiday and a starting
point to face Monday. The activities such as watching
favorite TV program, playing computer games, and
reading novel show their activities at leisure time.
However, the textbooks author may want to
emphasize that Sunday night is also our time to plan
what we are going to do on Monday. The sentences:
I studied, prepared my lessons, and went to bed at
around 09.00 indicate that children should be ready

for their Monday. These lexical choices evoke moral
values of time management for kids. They have to
balance their life activities between study, play, and
break.
As the majority of the pictures shows in the
textbook are real or non-fictional in social event and
activity contexts. Non-fiction or authentic
information are intended to support learners in
learning language in real-life situations (Rindawati et
al., 2014). The aim of the author may be to guide
learners to learn activities through a myriad of texts
and bring them to their actual situations. The
ideological content of the textbooks emphasizes three
dominant values, such as helping others, behaving
politely, and caring for others. In high-culture
contexts, such as Indonesia, conforming to social
expectations (e.g., showing respect to the elder) is a
shared social norm or value that Indonesian society
holds. As both verbal and visual texts presented
earlier, the textbook writers may attempt to conform
to social expectations that most of the Indonesian
communities value.

CONCLUSION
The goal of the present critical discourse study is to
examine the representation of moral values in the
EYL textbooks used in Indonesian elementary
schools. Findings showed that helping others, being
polite, and caring are mostly predominantly depicted
in the textbooks through both verbal and non-verbal
texts. This study attempts to provide a better
understanding of value representations in different
social contexts, such as a school canteen, school, and
home. It was found that the textbook writers put
greater emphasis on three values: helping others,
behaving politely, and caring. They may want to
instill these values in young learners or pupils
because such values are the basis for interacting with
others in real-life contexts. They may wish to
demonstrate that the majority of Indonesian people
who believe in high-culture communality values,
such as helping others, being polite, and caring. In
high-culture contexts, such as in Indonesia, people
have to nurture main characters of being helpful,
polite, and caring because in social interactions,
people need one another. Such values may be a social
sign of humanity or civilized culture.
Drawing on our empirical evidence, both
curriculum and textbook designers need to be fully
aware of moral values and moral sensitivity so that
they can present balanced moral values in language
textbooks. It is imperative for textbook writers to
avoid focusing dominant values that society may
hold, but textbook writers may infuse more important
moral values in which children should instill. It is
obvious that language textbooks teach not merely
language skills but also values, such as moral or
character values. It is undeniable that teaching moral
values to children in English language classroom
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contexts cannot be avoided because this moral issue
is part of a social phenomenon across the globe. More
future studies may focus on the representation of
moral values in nationally- and internationally-used
language textbooks. Such empirical research may
compare the representation of moral values in two
types of language textbooks.
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